more senses for science

Every cell deserves to be seen...

...for its visible features...

...and for its hidden properties.
mechanical characteristics
reveal, e.g., ...

size

... cell activity and activation states

brightness

indicative of, e.g., cell growth

indicative of, e.g., cell content

... migratory abilities

morphology
indicative of, e.g., cell type

... memory of former cellular environment

WHY WE CARE ABOUT CELL MECHANICS:
Creating, sustaining and sensing mechanical forces are fundamental
elements in cell-cell and cell-substrate interactions as well as cellular
function. Therefore, cell mechanics constitutes a key scientiﬁc target for
investigating topics ranging from development to disease. We oﬀer the tools
that give you the tactile sense necessary to uncover the inner mechanical
features of cells.

IMAGING FLOW CYTOMETRY FOR CELL MECHANICS

REAL-TIME DEFORMABILITY CYTOMETRY (RT-DC)

On the macro-scale, testing the mechanical response is intuitive. To determine if a fruit is ripe, you may gently

image of every cell: inspect interesting events with your own eyes

squeeze it and the degree of deformation will depend on the force of your ﬁngers and the properties of the

label-free: as long as cells are discernible by their intrinsic properties, no

fruit. Similarly, testing a single cell yields a response that depends on the cytoskeleton, nucleus, membrane

artiﬁcial labels and no hypotheses of molecular targets are necessary

and sub-cellular structures.

during mechanical probing
high speed and high throughput: measure and analyze up to 1000 cells
per second, typical time from sample preparation to results: 15 minutes

But how to squeeze a single cell?

low sample volume:

easy sample preparation:

non-destructive: sample reusable, >90% viability

starting from 30 µl

take up in measurement buﬀer,

(Otto et al., Nature Methods, 2015)

and 10 000 cells

load sample and start experiment

cells

real-time
analysis

ﬂow direction
cells ﬂowing through a narrow channel
deformed
cell
cell suspension

cell size: true cell dimension form image

deformation

cell shape: immediate calculation of deformation and additional

inertia ratio

morphology parameters like porosity
Deforming cells with hydrodynamic forces: The surrounding ﬂuid generates forces that deform individual cells when they travel through a narrow channel. These forces

porosity
brightness

originate from friction within the ﬂuid, which increasingly reduces the ﬂow velocity closer to the channel wall. A cell in the channel is exposed to the resulting velocity gradient
in the liquid and experiences a force ﬁeld that applies a gentle squeeze. High-speed imaging reveals the resulting cell deformation. The degree of deformation is indicative of
the stiﬀness of the cell.

brightn. deviation

circularity

brightness
deviation

any parameter

any parameter

any parameter

any parameter
any parameter

identiﬁcation of certain cell types and their content

aspect ratio

porosity

cell brightness: distribution and average of pixel intensity allow

width

cell size

possibility to focus your measurement on a sparse subpopulation

height

brightness

analysis in real-time: no need for cell puriﬁcation/isolation;

deformation

area

velocity ﬂow proﬁle in the channel

any parameter

time

AcCellerator

Shape-In and Shape-Out - SOFTWARE FOR ACQUISITION AND ANALYSIS

The AcCellerator is your door to the world of cellular mechanics. Extend your research methods with a quantitative cell characterization device that detects properties,

Shape-In is the data acquisition software and control center of the AcCellerator :

responses and function that would otherwise remain hidden.
Shape-In allows you to deﬁne your measurement
parameters and to control measurement conditions.
AcCellerator L1
Windows PC with

The created data ﬁle contains information on all

high-power LED illumination

detected events including image data, deformation

frame grabber

data and morphology data. Real-time gating allows you
precision syringe pump
software pre-installed

to focus on a subpopulation of cells within a

with two modules

sample enclosure
and sample holder

heterogeneous sample.
control

gate

live-plot

storage

xy stage
StarterKit
including
consumables for
100 experiments

high-speed

Shape-Out is the data analysis and visualization software:

click-to-inspect feature

Shape-Out is designed as an open source software to grant our
customers full access to the analysis process. It allows you to inspect
and analyze your data by:

video camera

inverted microscope

calculating elastic moduli
determinig statistics (e.g. comparison by linear mixed models)
You may export your data to another ﬁle format like .fcs, .tsv, .avi, .png.

The AcCellerator is a high speed imaging cytometer for mechanical cell characterization through real-time deformability cytometry measurements. Designed as an extension to

erythrocytes
thrombocytes

visualizing

deformation

ﬁltering/gating
erythrocytes
clusters

granulocytes
& monocytes
lymphocytes

an inverted microscope, the combination of hardware and software solutions ensures unprecedented comfort and ﬂexibility for cell mechanical measurements. Our
InitialService includes delivery, installation and user training as well as all the consumables necessary for your ﬁrst experiments.

cell size

AcCellerator APPLICATIONS

AcCellerator APPLICATIONS

Detect changes of the cytoskeleton:

Investigate eﬀects of past conditions:

Discern blood cell types:

Resolve kinetics in neutrophil activation:

Alterations of the cytoskeleton can be quantiﬁed through

Primary human hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs), are commonly

Many cell types are distinguishable by properties of their

High measurement rates and fast sample preparation allow for

mechanical analysis. The depletion of actin microﬁlaments by

identiﬁed by the presence of the transmembrane protein CD34. The

images like brightness and size. In whole blood samples, this

observation of kinetic processes. The plot below shows the

Cytochalasin D results in a higher deformation and therefore,

plot below compares CD34+ cells obtained from bone marrow and

enables the identiﬁcation and further analysis of erythrocytes

change of mechanical properties when neutrophil

reduced stiﬀness of HL60 cells. The plot below shows the

CD34+ cells that were mobilized into peripheral blood by the

(red blood cells), thrombocytes (platelets) and even

granulocytes from freshly drawn blood are exposed to formyl-

subpopulations of leukocytes (white blood cells) without the

methionyl-leucyl-phenylalanin (fMLP). The tripeptide fMLP is

need of labeling or cell puriﬁcation.

released by many bacteria and signals an infection to cells of

granulocyte colony–stimulating factor (G-CSF). While identical

superposition of treated and untreated cells.

according to their CD34+ classiﬁcation, HSCs derived from peripheral
blood are stiﬀer than HSCs derived from bone marrow.

the immune system.
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In deformation - cell size plots isoelasticity lines mark
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cells of equal stiﬀness independent of their size.
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FluorescenceModule - ADD-ON FOR FLUORESCENCE DETECTION

FluorescenceModule APPLICATIONS

The FluorescenceModule turns your AcCellerator into more than a classical ﬂow cytometer with an additional channel for cell mechanics. It adds a powerful tool to your life

Identify blood cells based on established surface markers:

science lab - ready to solve your questions by providing an unexpected perspective.

The FluorescenceModule enables the detection and identiﬁcation of up to three diﬀerent ﬂuorophore species in one sample. Cell identiﬁcation and simultaneous evaluation of
mechanical and morphological properties becomes feasable with the help of ﬂuorescently labeled surface proteins. The plots below show cell populations within a G-CSF
mobilized peripheral blood sample. The detection of the ﬂuorescence intensity of the cell surface markers CD3-FITC (indicating T-cells), CD34-PE (indicating hematopoietic
stem cells), and CD14-APC (indicating monocytes) reveals distinct mechanical phenotypes of each cell type.

schematic setup of the module
detector array

640 nm

488 nm

ﬂow

software
ShapeIn

700/75

593/46

40x/0.65
camera

CD34
stem cells
PE

deformation

561 nm

light sheet
excitation

CD3
T-cells
FITC

525/50

area

In biological research, identiﬁcation and quantiﬁcation of cells and cellular processes are commonly assessed by ﬂuorescence ﬂow cytometry. The FluorescenceModule and the
AcCellerator combine the advantages of ﬂuorescence ﬂow cytometry and RT-DC in a novel method termed real-time ﬂuorescence deformability cytometry (RT-FDC). The
unique design of conﬁned light sheet excitation allows for 1D ﬂuorescence imaging in up to three detection channels. In addition to all RT-DC parameters, ﬂuorescence signals
are analyzed for peak shape in real-time at a rate of up to 1 000 cells per second. The ﬂuorescence raw data are also available for post-measurement evaluation providing the

ﬂuorescence
intensity

adapted from Rosendahl et al.
Nature Methods, 2018

opportunity to tailor your own analysis to your speciﬁc questions and needs.

CD14
monocytes
APC

deformation

high power
stroboscope

deformation

lasers

time

area

area

FluorescenceModule APPLICATIONS

HeatModule - ADD-ON FOR TEMPERATURE CONTROL

One-dimensional ﬂuorescence imaging:
The excitation light path in the FluorescenceModule is designed to produce a conﬁned light sheet across the channel, so that cells travel through a narrow curtain of excitation
light. This allows for 1D ﬂuorescence imaging, i.e., the lateral distribution of ﬂuorescently labeled structures can be resolved in ﬂow direction. The shape of the detected
ﬂuorescence peak carries important information. Fluorescently labeled intracellular structures like the nucleus will appear as narrow peak as compared to peaks resulting from
ﬂuorescently labeled cytoplasm. Labeled histones inside a dividing cell, for instance, yield a distinct peak pattern depending on cell cycle stage as shown in the plots below.

ﬂuorescently labeled histones

ﬂuorescently labeled cell surface

signal of one detector

signal of two detectors

metaphase

0

time (µs)

150

mCherry intensity (a.u.)

ﬂuorescently labeled cytoplasm and nucleus

mCherry intensity (a.u.)

one laser
anaphase

0

time (µs)

150

The HeatModule enables measurements at physiological temperatures. To realize a controlled environment at stable temperatures, a box encapsulates large parts of the
AcCellerator. The HeatModule contains a 300 W heater and several, silent ventilators to eﬃciently distribute the heated air. A sensor in close proximity to the sample and a
control unit stabilize a desired temperature with high precision between room temperature and 37°C. Fast temperature recovery after enclosure opening, e.g. for sample

two lasers

Rosendahl et al., Nature Methods, 2018

replacement, is ensured by an air recycling and circulation system.

FlicXX and CellCarrier - THE CONSUMABLES

DeCellerator - HIGH SPEED VIDEO RECORDING

The microﬂuidic channel device FlicXX and the measurement buﬀer CellCarrier are at the heart of each experiment. The modular single use design of FlicXX prevents sample
cross-contamination and ensures optimized conditions for every experiment.
scheme of the video microscope

standard video microscopy
fast object
moving direction

high power

frame 1

frame 2

frame 3

fast video microscopy with fast particles and motion blurring
fast
object

microscope

synchronized

stroboscope

PC with
tracking
frame 1

software

frame 2

frame 3

RecoTeem
debris ﬁlter
DeCellerator : fast video microscopy and synchronized microsecond illumination

sheath ﬂuid inlet

high-speed
camera

sample inlet
frame 1

frame 2

outlet

measurement
channel

frame 3
FlicXX are microﬂuidic chips with a narrow measurement channel of a cell-type speciﬁc cross-section. The channel layout includes a cell focusing sheath geometry. We oﬀer
15, 20, 30 and 40 µm channel cross-sections (Flic15, Flic20, Flic30, Flic40). CellCarrier is a measurement buﬀer with ﬁne-tuned viscosity to ensure high reproducibility of

The DeCellerator is a high-speed, brightﬁeld video microscope, that uses synchronized, microsecond, high intensity LED light ﬂshes to suppress motion blurring. This enables

experiments. The composition of CellCarrier is optimized for mammalian cells and based on phosphate buﬀered saline with <1 % methyl cellulose. We oﬀer two diﬀerent

extreme slow motion video recordings. Full frame images can be recorded at up to 500 frames per second and recording of up to 10 000 frames per second is possible in

viscosities to cover a broad range of cell stiﬀnesses and custom compositions of CellCarrier on demand. Please talk to us about your speciﬁc needs or check our website for

reduced regions of interest using our designated acquisition software: RecoTeem.

more details in the product data sheets.

SERVICES

CUSTOMERS, FRIENDS, FANS - WORLDWIDE

InitialService

CustomService

ServiceContract

delivery to the lab

sample buﬀer customization

assistance with experiment design
Stockholm

(CellCarrier with custom viscosity
and/or composition)

Edinburgh

Glasgow

Copenhagen

Hamilton
Cambridge
Los Angeles
installation, conﬁguration, test run

assistance with data interpretation

Boston

Southampton

Greifswald

London
Leipzig

Baltimore
Saarbrücken
Paris
channel-size customization

non-standard channel-sizes)
user training

Stuttgart
Zurich
Lausanne

(design and production of

Lund

Dresden
Heidelberg
Erlangen
Munich

Bangalore

Singapore
Milan

software upgrades
Oeiras

2018

Pre-trial: if you want to test the feasibility of AcCellerator measurements with your sample, please contact us.
If you need any assistance feel free to call, write or visit us anytime. We are personally available for our customers.

SPECIFICATIONS AcCellerator

SPECIFICATIONS FluorescenceModule

FRONT-VIEW (size, weight)
illumination
carrier

EN 61326-1 Electrical equipment for measurement, control and laboratory use
EN 61010-1 Safety requirements for electrical equipment
for measurement, control and laboratory use

ENVIRONMENT

and can be freely placed within 2m

Module and microscope are

operation temperature: 5 - 40 °C

from the module. Some connectors

permanently connected at the

Safety of laser

air humidity: 20 - 75 %, non-condensing

are inseparable after installation.

side port. The camera moves into

products

(shown w/o

customer choice

PC, monitor)

DETECTION CHANNELS
up to 3, typically 500-550 nm, 570-616 nm, 663-737

USB

video: 4 000 frames/second

cell analysis: depending on cell concentration,

EP3036520

monitor,
keyboard,
mouse

data acquisition
AOTF control 2x
sensor power
sensor signal 1-3x

camera/LED trigger

laser power 1-3x

65 cm
70 cm

interlock switches, safety covers
completely enclosed lasers: class 1 laser product
MAINTENANCE, SERVICE

beads
PRICE, QUOTE

EBox

50 cm

see www.zellmechanik.com/products
65 cm

PC

laser control
CameraLink

to the
AcCellerator
PC

occasional test of optical stability with ﬂuorescent
interlock

see www.zellmechanik.com/products

syringe pump
on a rack

SAFETY

sensor trigger

PRICE, QUOTE

45 cm

illumination carrier

PATENT

up to 1 000 cells/second

TOP-VIEW (size, power, cables)
camera power

module
power

power

SPEED

130 cm
max 100 W,
100-240 VAC,
50/60 Hz

CameraLink 3-10 m

SPEED

cell analysis: up to 1 000 cells/second

XY stage

20 kg

LED: blue (460 nm) or red (623 nm) , 2 µs
pulses

max 500 W, 100-240 VAC, 50/60 Hz

nm customer choice

15 kg

resolution: 340 nm/pixel

17 kg

TOP-VIEW (size, power, cables)

camera

FluorescenceModule

up to 3, typically 488 nm, 561 nm, 640 nm (40-100 W)

typical ROI: 250 x 80 pixel
6 kg

table recommended: passive damping

AcCellerator

8-bit

200 cm

waste
container

40 cm

52 cm

50 cm

40 cm

brightﬁeld, objective: 40x NA 0.65

EBox

CMOS camera: full frame 1024 x 1280 pixel,

waste

camera

PC

air humidity: 20 - 75 %, non-condensing

LASERS
52 cm

80 cm

OPTICS
monitor,
mouse,
keyboard

operation temperature: 15 - 40°C

room temperature stability: ± 1K

room temperature stability: ± 1 K

syringe pump
on a rack

30 kg

65 cm

EN 60825-1:

the module.

table recommended: passive damping

microscope
ZEISS
Axio Observer
with XY stage

ENVIRONMENT

FRONT-VIEW (size, weight)

The EBox contains the controllers

FluorescenceModule

ZEISS
Axio Observer
80 cm

55 cm

23 cm

Please, check our website for latest updates!

Please, check our website for latest updates!

more senses for science
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